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Extension of Services to Management
by Certified Public Accountants

“If accounting is at the core of many of the management
services, and the CPA has not distinguished himself in that
area, then it must be for the reason that he has not turned
his attention in that direction. ... Is it to be wondered at
then that practicing CPAs in increasing numbers are begin
ning to re-examine the profession and to ask whether the
management uses of accounting skills, and other skills best
built on accounting, are to become established as the prov
ince of others. There may be those who believe that this is
as it should be, that the accountant in public practice
has enough of a professional field if he restricts himself
to financial auditing and taxes. The writer respectfully
disagrees.”
MARQUIS G. EATON

AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW PROJECT
IN MANAGEMENT SERVICES BY CPAs

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
270 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

A NEW INSTITUTE SERVICE TO MEMBERS

CPAs have been giving advice to businessmen ever since the first CPA
passed his examination in 1896. To many CPAs today, this is a normal
and incidental part of their professional work, but many have not as
yet recognized their full potential in management services.
Many areas of management service are natural extensions of ac
counting and CPAs can give valuable service in these areas. The
Institute’s new research project is planned primarily to assist CPAs in
rendering these management services to business as part of their regu
lar practice and on a continuing basis. A series of bulletins will outline
specific types of management services and give illustrations of how
CPAs have rendered these services, particularly to small and medium
size businesses. The principles underlying specific types of service will
be described, and selected sources of further information will be in
cluded for those who wish to make a more intensive study of the subject.
CAN THIS PROJECT HELP YOU?

The Institute Council has given unanimous approval to this project
and has advanced funds from retained earnings to get it started. The
committee on management services by CPAs has reviewed and en
dorsed the program, and the first bulletin will be issued in the Spring
of 1959.
For effective planning, it is necessary to know how many firms and
practitioners are sufficiently interested to subscribe to the initial series
of four bulletins. Price will be based primarily on volume, and whether
you are interested or not, you will help us by filling out and returning
the enclosed postcard. There is, of course, no obligation.
WHAT THE BULLETINS WILL GIVE YOU

The objectives of the project are to make available to practitioners
who desire it as much as possible of the knowledge and experience of
others who have made a study of management services; and to encour
age within the profession a comprehensive, orderly approach to the
field of management services. Materials will be provided which will
save practitioners much time and effort in orienting themselves or their
staff men to this field.
These materials will be presented in bulletins designed to answer
the following questions in specific areas of management services:

1. Why is the service useful? What will it accomplish? How will it
contribute to profitability?
2. What are the management problems that this service will help to
solve? What are common viewpoints and attitudes of management
which the CPA must take into consideration?
3. What are the basic principles underlying a sound approach to this
type of service? How can these principles be adapted economically
to the needs of a small business?
4. What special technical skill is required? Where can the essential
technical information be found most quickly? What are the best
books and courses available?
5. What are the pitfalls and dangers to watch for in undertaking this
type of work?
6. How can this service be incorporated in a practice as a regular serv
ice offered to all clients?
7. How have other CPAs actually rendered this service successfully to
small business?
The answers to the last question, through illustrations taken from
actual cases, may be the most useful product of the research.
THE FIRST SERIES

During 1959, the Institute plans to issue a series of four bulletins cov
ering the following subjects:
BUDGETING

FINANCING

COSTS AND COST
OFFICE

CONTROL

MANAGEMENT

These subjects have been selected for the following reasons:
1. They are closely related to accounting and auditing and are natural
extensions of the customary work of the CPA.
2. They are subjects in which a CPA can easily become competent,
and in which businessmen would normally expect a CPA to be
expert.
3. Budgeting, financing, cost control and office management are essen
tial elements in the management of any business, however small.
4. These are four areas to which controllers of larger companies devote
much of their attention. They are equally important to small com
panies without controllers, and for such companies, the practicing
CPA may logically provide service in these areas.

THE FUTURE

The first four bulletins will not, of course, exhaust these basic subjects.
Future bulletins will deal in greater depth with specific aspects of these
same topics, and with additional subjects such as inventory controls,
accounting and office machinery, production controls, direct costing,
etc. Each subject will be approached with the needs and financial
limitations of small business in mind. The techniques developed by
management in progressive larger corporations will be adapted to the
requirements of the practicing CPA.
PERSONAL INSTRUCTION

Material developed by research for this project may be adapted for use
in courses offered through the Institute’s continuing education pro
gram, which is now being organized.
This would give members and their staffs an opportunity to obtain
personal instruction in seminar-type courses on management services,
based on the bulletins here described.
The continuing education courses, however, cannot be expected to
be available on a broad geographical basis for a year or more. Mean
while, state societies and chapters might organize discussion groups
based on these bulletins.
FINANCING THE PROJECT

Council has appropriated some of the Institute’s savings for the initial
financing of the project. Continuation of the project will depend on
recovery of research and production costs through sale of the bulletins,
since dues revenues are fully allocated to the regular activities of the
Institute. It is recognized that this project will not be of interest to the
entire membership and bulletin prices will be fixed on the basis of sales
volume anticipated by your response to this announcement.
A REQUEST FOR YOUR OPINION

This program has no other purpose than to assist members. Your
reactions and suggestions will be helpful in determining the course to
be followed.
Please answer the question on the enclosed postcard, and write a
letter telling us how the project can be made most useful to you.

